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Saturday, December Nineteenth 
Nineteen Hundred and Ninety-eight 
Ten-thirty a.m. 
Halenbeck Hall Gymnasium 
St. Cloud State University 
COMMENCEMENT 
SCSU TRADITION 
MARKS RENEWA L 
EXCELLENC E 0 F 
1871 graduate Alfretta Van Valkenberg, a mem-
ber of the Third Normal School's (later St. 
Cloud State University) first class, recalled 
years later the vivid memory and dramatic 
impact of her commencement: "I felt all of life 
was open to me and I could tread (life's) paths 
with a firm and reliant tread." 
The environment on this campus has 
changed significantly since Alfretta received her 
diploma. But the one-building teacher training 
school where Alfretta received her higher edu-
cation has something important in common 
with the comprehensive, sprawling university 
on the Mississippi that has earned a national 
reputation for excellence: It continues to arm 
students with the knowledge, experiences and 
skills to transform their lives. It continues to 
provide an atmosphere where learning from the 
past enriches planning for the future. There 
truly is a tradition of excellence and opportuni-
ty for all St. Cloud State students. 
The Third Normal School's first principal, Ira 
Moore, and the State Normal Board displayed 
the foresight and progressive spirit that remains 
evident on this campus today. Those first lead-
ers started building "a nucleus of a library that 
will in time meet all the needs of the large 
institution this is destined to become. '' Today's 
state and university leaders recently secured for 
tomorrow's students a $32.5 million library 
that will be the hub of the St. Cloud State 
University as it enters the 21st century. 
Sharing a proud tradition 
With that first commencement, which took 
place 12 9 years ago in a small church building 
that still stands south of Coborn's on Fifth Av-
enue, a proud tradition was begun. Thousands 
of students in years to come would commemo-
rate through this ceremony the academic and 
practical knowledge they had gained to prepare 
them for a career and for life. They would be 
reminded of the issues they had explored and 
the opinions they had formulated. They would 
celebrate the friends they had met from differ-
ent backgrounds and diverse cultures. Today's 
graduates are the latest to benefit from the tra-
dition of excellence and opportunity that Al-
fretta Van Valkenberg and all those in between 
discovered at the Third Normal School and its 
later incarnations, St. Cloud Teachers College, 
St. Cloud State College and St. Cloud State 
University. 
For Alfretta and her peers, becoming a 
teacher was the only option. Now this highly 
accredited university offers 70 undergraduate 
0 F 
AND OPPORTUNITY 
and 3 7 graduate programs in a wide variety of 
career fields. While the campus has evolved 
into five colleges plus graduate and continuing 
studies programs and enrollment has grown to 
more than 14,000, St. Cloud State remains a 
place where students come to be transformed. 
Then and now students receive an affordable, 
high-quality education -- and a bridge to a pro-
fession. Then and now students gain the confi-
dence to "tread (life's) paths with a firm and 
reliant tread," as Alfretta so aptly wrote in her 
tribute. 
At this commencement we salute Alfretta 
and all the graduates who followed -- especial-
ly those we gather to pay tribute to today. 
Whether they are the first in their families to 
cross the commencement stage or are becom-
ing one of an increasing number of second or 
third-generation SCSU alumni to benefit from 
St. Cloud State's tradition of excellence and 
opportunity, all share this once-in-a-lifetime 
accomplishment with the families and friends 
whose support helped bring them to this day. 
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GR A D UATE S CH O OL 
Master of Arts 
BRANDI L. CANTER 
Special Studies:Public Discourse and 
Political Opinion 
Adviser: Marjorie J. Fish 
St. Cloud 
MARIA MAGDALENA ESCALAS-LOPEZ 
Special Studies: Rhetoric and Networking 
Adviser: Dennis C. Guster 
St. Cloud 
NANCY ROSA KLAPOTZ 
Biology 
Adviser: Thomas W Clapp 
Hutchinson 
JULIE COLEMAN LINDQUIST 
Special Studies: Family Heritage 
Adviser: William T. Morgan 
St. Cloud 
KYLE ROY WARD 
History 
Adviser: Alton C. Wolfer 
Clarissa 
Master of Business 
Administration 
NADEEM ABBASI 
Adviser: Wayne R. Wells 
Karachi, Pakistan 
PUI-HONG ANG 
Adviser: Wayne R. Wells 
St. Cloud 
DIANE RENEE BUSCHENA-BRENNA 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
St. Joseph 
PAMELA J. HOLM 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
Savage 
CHARLOTTA INGRID LANDOFF 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
Ahus, Sweden 
KARLA B. LAUER 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
St. Cloud 
MATTHEW JOSEPH MAGILKE 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
Bismark, North Dakota 
MARK S. MOORHOUSE 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
Clear Lake 
ALEXANDER J.NEUTGENS 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
Olivia 
RAJA ZARAR SALEEM 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
Islamabad, Pakistan 
RICHARD LYLE SARTELL 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
Mankato 
EVA MARIE SCHOENBORN 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
6 Milaca 
ATLE SKOVLI 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
Norway 
RENATE $TRINA 
Adviser: Ruth K. Meyer 
Aachen, Germany 
PAUL E. TORGERSON 
Adviser: Wayne R. Wells 
St. Cloud 
JIAN YU 
Adviser: Wayne R. Wells 
St. Cloud 
Master of Music 
AMY LEE HOWARD 
Music: 
Music Education Emphasis 
Adviser: Marcelyn J . Smale 
New Brighton 
Master of Science 
CHARLES THOMAS ADAMS 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John C. Hotz 
St. Cloud 
AMY M. BARTLETT 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John C. Hotz 
St. Cloud 
SARAH M. BERSIE 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Shelley Brundage 
Delano 
KEELY ANN BRIERTON 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John E. Mason 
Plymouth 
SUSANNE GRACE BUTTE 
Social Responsibility 
Adviser: Semya M. Hakim 
Sauk Rapids 
MARTIN WILLIAM CARKHUFF II 
Criminal Justice 
Adviser: Robert S. Prout 
Minneapolis 
JULIE ELLEN SCHUTT CARTWRIGHT 
Social Responsibility 
Adviser: John Alessio 
Rice 
ERIN LANE CHISHOLM 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Gerald W Lavoi 
Brainerd 
HUI MEI CHONG 
Communication Management 
Adviser: Lisa L. Heinrich 
St. Cloud 
JONATHAN DAVID CLARK 
Special Education 
Adviser: James F Lewis 
Sauk Rapids 
CYNTHIA SUE CONNOR 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Track 
Adviser: Patricia J. Heine 
Sauk Rapids 
PAUL ARVIN CONRAD 
Physical Education 
Adviser: Ruth J . Nearing 




Adviser: Phyllis M. Lacroix 
Park Rapids 





Adviser: Gerald W Lavoi 
Shoreview 
JULIE A. DEYAK 
Special Studies: Exercise Physiology 
Adviser: David W Bacharach 
St. Cloud 
MARCO LOUIS DINZEO 
Criminal Justice 
Adviser: Charles W Seefeldt 
St. Paul 
KIMBERLY MARIE DOPERALSKI 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Track 




Adviser: Terrance Peterson 
Minneapolis 
PEGGY JO FISHER 
Information Media: 
Educational Media 
Adviser: Fred E. Hill 
New Brighton 
MARC ALLEN FRANZ 
Sports Management 
Adviser: David W Bacharach 
Elk River 





Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Avelino Mills-Novoa 
St. Cloud 
TROY ALAN GILBERTSON 
Criminal Justice 
Adviser: Dick T. Andzenge 
St. Paul 
CAROL ANN SCHULTZ GOOD 
Information Media: 
Educational Media 
Adviser: Doreen Keable 
Minneapolis 
COLLEEN MARIE GRUEL 
Information Media: 
Information Technologies 
Adviser: Dennis C. Fields 
Robbinsdale 
UMIN GU 
Information Media: Human Resources 
Development/f raining 
Adviser: Dennis C. Fields 
Minneapolis 
BARBARA J . HEINEN 
Educational Administration 
Adviser: Judee G. McMullen 
Spicer 
WALLACE JOHN HERTWIG 
Physical Education 
Adviser: Ruth]. Nearing 
Monticello 
DANIEL DEAN HOLT 
Applied Psychology 
Behavior Analysis 
Adviser: Anthony J. Marcattilio 
Windom 
DANIEL ALLEN HOSTAGER 
Sports Management 
Adviser: David W Bacharach 
Fayette, Iowa 
JOHN R. HUBER 
Special Studies: Health Education 
Adviser: Rodney G. Dobey 
Rogers 
JEANNESTEGNERJOHNSON 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Track 
Adviser: David A. Heine 
Brainerd 
LUANN RENEE KASPER 
Child and Family Studies: 
Special Needs Children 
Adviser: Jacob Mayala 
Clear Lake 
JANET R. KELLEN 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: Niloufer Merchant 
Browerville 
JACOB DANIEL KEUP 
Geography 
Adviser: Jeffrey S. Torguson 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 
PAMELA L. KEUP 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Gail N. Anderson 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 
BARRY CHARLES KIRCHOFF 
Information Media: Human Resources 
Development/Training 
Adviser: Fred E. Hill 
St. Cloud 
TODD WILLIAM KNEALING 
Applied Psychology· 
Behavior Analysis 
Adviser: Robert J. Murphy 
Crystal 
SUZANNE MICHELLE KOLSTAD 
Special Education 
Adviser: Marc A. Markell 
Elk River 
BANETTE R. KRITZKY 
Geography: 
Geographic Information Systems 
Adviser: Benjamin Richason 
St. Cloud 
STEVEN ROSS l.ARSEN 
Mathematics 
Adviser: Michael B. Fiske 
Miltona 
SHELLEY K. l.ARSEN-LANGENBACHER 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Track 
Adviser: Patricia J. Heine 
St. Michael 
AMY KAY LEGG 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Margery Whites 
Howard, South Dakota 
KIRK P. LEWIS 
Exercise Science 
Adviser: David W Bacharach 
Shakopee 
KELLY ANN LHOTKA 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Gail N. Anderson 
Silver Lake 
MATTHEW LARRY LUBBEN 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Senior High School Education Track 




Adviser: Robert G. Waxlax 
Rutland, Massachusetts 
TINA MARIE EVESLAGE MAGES 
Counseling: 
Community Counseling Emphasis 




Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 




Adviser: Margery Whites 
Waconia 
SUEANN MARIE MERRILL 
Special Education 
Adviser: Jerry J. Wellik 
Plymouth 
MICHAEL MATTHEW NAGORSKI 
Curriculum and Instruction: Middle/ 
Junior High School Education Track 
Adviser: Lalit Subrahmanyan 
Big Lake 
SANDRA LEA NEUMANN 
Information Media: 
Educational Media 
Adviser: Phyllis M. Lacroix 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
JAKE PAUL OETTING 
English 
Adviser: Rex L. Veeder 
St. Joseph 
DAVID JOSEPH OLSON 
Information Media: 
Educational Media 
Adviser: Jeanne M. Hites 
Oregon, Illinois 
KIRK M. OLSON 
Exercise Science 
Adviser: David W Bacharach 
Anoka 
CHRISTINE ANN PAWELK-BARTLETT 
Criminal Justice 
Adviser: Charles W Seefeldt 
Andover 
JULIE A. PRIMUS 
Child and Family Studies: 
Special Needs Children 
Adviser: Joan K. Blaska 
St. Cloud 
JOANNE DOWNS REED 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Shelley Brundage 
Brooten 
KEVIN MARK RICKE 
Educational Administration 
Adviser: Charles E. Moore 
Wadena 
MARY J . RODEN 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Comprehensive Curriculum and Instruction 
Adviser: Kenneth W Kelsey 
Delano 
RENEE I. RUDE 
Social Responsibility 
Adviser: Julie Andrzejewski 
Deerwood 
ALISSA SUSAN SAFFEL 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John E. Mason 
Oakdale 
BRYAN K. SAVILLE 
Applied Psychology: 
Behavior Analysis 
Adviser: Anthony J. Marcattilio 
Grafton, North Dakota 
JANE MONARSKI SCEPANIAK 
Curriculum and Instruction: 
Elementary School Education Track 
St. Joseph 
JENNIFER KAY. THOM SCHAD 
School Counseling 
Adviser: George Petrangelo 
Sartell 
MICHELLE MARIE PETERS SCHIERTS 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Margery Whites 
St. Cloud 
TARA BETH SCHILL 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Gail N. Anderson 
Waite Park 
AMY ROSE SCHLICHT 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Gerald W Lavoi 
Freeport 
JEANNE A. SCHNEIDER 
Communication Disorders 
Adviser: Shelley Brundage 
Albany 
REBECCA ANN SIMENSON 
Educational Administration 
Adviser: Elaine L. Leach 
Willmar 
ANNETTE SUZANNE NOREIKAS SOBEK 
Counseling: 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis 
Adviser: John C. Hotz 
Elk River 7 
ZACHARY ARTHUR THOMAS MARY J. BACKSTROM CHAD RICHARD GOURLEY 
Counseling: Cum Laude Elk River 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis Aitkin JESS BRADY GRANLUND 
Adviser: John C. Hotz KAREY A. BESEMAN Litchfield 
St. Cloud St. Cloud GLENN ROBERT HAGGERTY JR 
DONNIE CHARLES THOMPSON CHRISTOPHER RYAN BETZ Elk River 
Curriculum and Instruction: Senior Savage BRANDON MICHAEL HARTIG 
High School Education Track CORY ALAN BEUTLER Cum Laude 
Adviser: Bruce Romanish Rockville St. Cloud 
Buffalo NICHOLAS ANTHONY BLEES III MATTHEW CHARLES HAUPERT 
KARMELLAJEAN THOMPSON Maplewood Willmar 
Counseling: JASON THOMAS BLOMMER THOMAS ROBERT HEINE 
Rehabilitation Counseling Emphasis St. Cloud Faribault 
Adviser: John E. Mason 
SHANNON SUE BORNHUSE HOLLY ANN HEMMESCH 
Becker 
Magna Cum Laude Cold Spring 
GWEN ANN 1DPPE Maple Grove ANGELA LYNN HERING 
Information Media: 
Educational Media 
ARTHUR DONALD BRYNTESON Spring Lake Park 
Adviser: Merton E. Thompson 
St. Cloud BRIAN SHELBY HERUTH 
Big Lake ERIK BENJAMIN BUNNELL Brooklyn Park 
TARALEETREGLOWNE 
Summa Cum Laude JASON LEE HOLM 
Special Studies: Behavioral Health 
Antigo, Wisconsin Cum Laude 
Promotion NICOLE LOUISE BURROUGHS Marshall 
Adviser: Robert J. Murphy Plymouth ERIC ALLAN HOST 
Marshfield, Wisconsin ERIN RAE BUUM Inver Grove Heights 
HASEEB UR-REHMAN Waseca JEFFREY DAVID HULETT 
Accounting CHRISTINE RUTH ERICKSON CARLSON St. Cloud 
Adviser: Kathleen K. Mooney Chisago City DIANE LESLIE HUMBLE 
Ames, Iowa NICOLE MARIE CARLSON Magna Cum Laude 
JAYNE ELIZABETH WALLER Cambridge Maple Grove 
Curriculum and Instruction: MELISSA ANN CATES MOHAMMED SHAHRIAR IQBAL 
Elementary School Education Track Litchfield St. Cloud 
Adviser: Stephen Hornstein JAMES H. CLEAR ROCHEL RENEE JACOBSEN 
Minneapolis Grey Eagle Summa Cum Laude 
JEAN B. WIRZ RYAN TIMOTHY CORRIGAN Zimmerman 
Communication Disorders Cum Laude MICHAEL K. JANCKILA 
Adviser: Shelley Brundage St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude 
Eden Valley 
BRYAN RICHARD DAHL Cokato 
Annandale TRACY A. JEURISSEN 
CHRISTINA LYNN DAVEY Belle Plaine 
CO LLEGE OF B USINESS Coon Rapids JEREMY ALAN JOHNSON 
~ 
KEVIN JOHN DAVIS Plymouth 
Sauk Rapids DAVID J. KALTHOFF 
ANDREW SCOTT DEGUISE Albany 
Rochester STACEY LYN KLEIN 
JEANNE MARIE EGGE Cum Laude 
Foley Clearwater 
Bachelor of Science MATTHEW ROGER ELLER BRAD THOMAS KLIEGL 
SANDEEP ACHARYA Bloomington Mankato 
Summa Cum Laude LISA MAE FERGUSON MAGGIE ANN KLITZKE 
St. Cloud Fridley Cum Laude 
SYED TAHER AKBAR TIA DANNORK FJELSTAD Spirit Lake, Iowa 
St. Cloud Cum Laude CHAD MICHAEL KOSHIOL 
JOEL THOMAS ALMGREN Bloomington 
St. Cloud 
St. Cloud CHAD WILLIAM FRITZ JONATHAN D. KREPS 
JASON LUND ANDERSON Waseca 
Willmar 
I Cum Laude NICOLE LEE GLESSING ERIC THOMAS KRIEGER 
Alexandria Magna Cum Laude White Bear Lake 
SHANNON MARIE ANDERSON Howard Lake PENNY MARIE KRIEGER 
Atwater TIMOTHY JOHN GOBLIRSCH Brooklyn Park 
MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER ARENDS Bloomington JESSE JOHN KUECHLE 
Canistota, South Dakota JULI ALEXANDRA GODING St. Cloud 
CHRISTY JO ARNESON Cum Laude JULIE A. KUKLOCK 
Madison Rockford Sauk Rapids 
JEFFREY ALAN BACKMAN KHENG HOOI GOH JASON EDWARD LACINA 
Maple Grove Kedah, Malaysia Loretto 
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RANDYW LAHR SEONG-HEE NG DANA ROBERT SEVERSON 
Cold Spring Magna Cum Laude Plymouth 
NATHAN DAVID LAMOUREUX Perak, Malaysia AARON THOMAS SHILTS 
Cum Laude PHUNG NGOC NGUYEN Marshfield, Wisconsin 
Shakopee Magna Cum Laude BRITT CHRISTINE SHOEMAKER 
OLAKAYODE TAOFIK LAWAL Waite Park Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud NICK A. NIELSEN Elk River 
MAY YEE LEE Summa Cum Laude NABIN LAL SHRESTHA 
St. Cloud Little Falls Cum Laude 
THOMAS JAMES LEIMER MICHELLE MARIE NOHNER Katmandu, Napal 
Paynesville Prior Lake TARIQ JALIL SIDDIQUI 
MATTHEW G. LENZMEIER BRIAN KWAKU NTEM Karachi, Sindh 
Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids Abidjan, Ivory Coast 
JASON PAUL SILBERNICK 
Greenwald 
ANN MARIE LIESER MATTHEW JAMES O'HARA BRIAN A. SKRAMSTAD 
Paynesville Oakdale Bemidji 
]IA KUN LIEW KERRI ANN OACHS PATRICE ANN BARTHELEMY SMITH 
Perak, Malaysia Magna Cum Laude 
CHEE KEOW LIM Grantsburg, Wisconsin 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
Malaysia CHIAT LEY ONG 
SWEE SEE LIM Kedah, Malaysia 
WADE CURTIS SORENSEN 
Paynesville 
St. Cloud HOOI-FANG 001 PAUL MATTHEW SFERRAZZA 
TERESA LYN LINDQUIST Kedah, Malaysia Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude SARA JEANNE PETERSEN Edina 
Buffalo Magna Cum Laude CHAD RYAN STIERNAGLE 
MICHAEL RICHARD LOWEEN Sartell Grand Rapids 
Wadena LUKE STEPHEN PETERSON ROSE ANN STOCKER 
KWAN MING MA Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Plymouth 
St. Joseph 
WALTER EDWARD STOEKE III 
PATRICIA ANN MAIER TRISHA JEAN PETERSON 
Magna Cum Laude Atwater 
Grand Rapids 
Alexandria SCOTT JOHN PICKLER 
DOUGLAS MICHAEL SULLNAN 
WAI LAN MAK St. Louis Park 
Coon Rapids 
Cum Laude RYAN EDWARD PROM 
HENRICUS DARMAWAN SUTANTO 
St. Cloud Cum Laude 
Jakarta, Indonesia 
MATTHEW JOSEPH MARASCH St. Cloud 
CHUI YAN TAM 
Summa Cum Laude VLADANPULEC 
Cum Laude 
Boulder, Colorado Prague, Czech Republic 
Laguna City, Hong Kong 
ANGELA KAE MARTIN KAREN M. PUTNAM 
SAW-HUNN TAN 
Elk River Cum Laude 
Triang, Malaysia 
PHILIP ROSS MARVETS Elk River 
MARGERY IRENE THOMAS 
Ham Lake PRADYUMNA RAJ REGMI 
Cum Laude 
RANDY L. MATTSON Nepal 
Freetown, Sierra Leone 
Isanti KRISTIE DARLENE REVERMANN 
ROSS N. THOMPSON 
KRISTA LEIGH MAURER New Munich 
Emmons 
Windom ANNA M. ROSE 
MICHAEL JOSEPH TOEPFER-BECKIUS 
JESSICA FAYE MEIER Cum Laude 
Maple Grove 
Chatfield Litchfield 
TRACY LI FANG TOH 
CORISSA DAWN MERTZ MICHAEL ANTHONY RYDBERG 
Johor, Malaysia 
Coon Rapids Elk River 
LEAH JEAN TOKARClYK 
JENNY ROSE MEYER GEOFFREY MICHAEL SAGEN 
Hoyt Lakes 
Cum Laude Sartell 
RAELYN ALMEDA TRENDE 
Melrose TREVORANTHONYSAMAROO 
Watertown 
GARRETT EUGENE MILLER Trinidad & Tobago 
HUNG MINH TRINH 
Sauk Rapids JOLEEN MARIE SCHLANGEN 
Brooklyn Center 
JON C. MILLER Magna Cum Laude 
DUSTIN ALLEN TROCHUL 
Summa Cum Laude Cold Spring 
Elk River 
Cambridge AMY LYNN SCHNELL PAUL RAY TSCHIDA 
MICHAEL O'HARA MOBERG Lewiston 
Little Canada 
Clinton MATTHEW D. SCHRUPP MARC ROBERT VINKEMEIER 
ARTHUR WENDELL NESS Paynesville 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud DREW JOHN SCHWARTZHOFF 
Mayer 
GREGG EUGENE NEU Summa Cum Laude 
BRANDON MICHAEL WADE 
Milbank, South Dakota Rochester 
Rockwell City, Iowa 
MUN NIE NG CHRISTINE KAY SECORD 
KEVIN DOUGLAS WALKER 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia Monticello 
Red Wing 
9 
JENNIFER LYNN WILHELM ANGIE MARIE BENNETT SUSAN THERESA ENGA 
Greenwood Plainview Le Sueur 
SYED ZAIDI DARRIN EDWARD BENNETT KRISTINE MAE FABER 
St. Cloud Chatfield Cum Laude 
HEATHER KAY ZANDER LYNN M. BENNETT Alexandria 
Howard Lake Grand Rapids BRENDAN O'CASEY FLYNN 
ELAINE CAROL ZBARACKI BRENDA LEA BENSON St. Paul 
Coon Rapids Summa Cum Laude ANITA K. FORDAHL 
USA M. ZIEHL Princeton Summa Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude CATHERINE ANNE BERG Big Lake 
Willmar Comfrey ROBIN JOY FRANCEEN 
MARY L. BILLSTEIN Summa Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids Columbia Heights 
LAURI ANN BLAKE KIM K. FREEDLAND 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION Cum Laude 
Clearwater 
Coon Rapids JOANNE RUTH GARDINIER 
B 
JOELLEN J. BUXRUD Magna Cum Laude 
Maple Lake Zimmerman 
JENNY MARIE BOEDIGHEIMER KAREN LOUISE GUISINGER 
Magna Cum Laude Coon Rapids 
Perham TERRI ANN HAAKENSON 
Bachelor of Arts JODI MARIE BRASEL Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
YOKO NAWATAYA New Hope 
MICHAEL P HALEY 
Akita, Japan ALLISON MAY BUTLER Ham Lake 
KEVIN THOMAS TERRILL Cum Laude 
Verona, Wisconsin Hutchinson 
JACQUELINE ANN HALVORSO 
Cum Laude 
ANDREA KAY BYERS 
Big Lake 
Bachelor of Elective Studies 
Long Prairie 
ANGELA RENEE HAMMOND 
ELIZABETH MARY CAPISTRANT 
AMANDA E. DAHL Staples 
Waseca 
Cum Laude EMILY SUE CARLSON 
NATHAN BENJAMIN HAMRIN 
Montevideo Coon Rapids 
Big Lake 
DEBORAH LYNN PEARSON EMILY WALLIN CARR 
JESSICA LYNN HARING 
Litchfield Cum Laude Zimmerman 
Coon Rapids CAROLINE MARIE SCHMIDTMAN MICHAEL WILLIAM CHUBA 
Sacred Heart Upsala 
ANGELA R. HENKEMEYER 
Warroad 
SHANE STEPHEN CLAUSEN ROBERT PETER HOEKSTRA Bachelor of Science Cum Laude Cum Laude 
GREGORY C. ANDERSON Richfield Ogilvie 
Magna Cum Laude ALICIA ANN CLEAVELAND NEIL EVAN HOGIE 
Minneapolis Maple Grove Summa Cum Laude 
JULIE A. ANDERSON KIMBERLY LYNN CVAR Isanti 
Princeton Cum Laude MELISSA JEAN HOKANSON 
MELISSA HOPE ANDERSON Mountain Iron Duluth 
Summa Cum Laude TAMARA RENAE DARLING BRIDGET LUELLA HOULIHAN 
Fargo, North Dakota Cum Laude Burnsville 
MELISSA KAY ANDERSON Albertville JEANNE MARIE HUGHES 
Summa Cum Laude TINA MARIE DINGMAN Forest Lake 
Watertown Cum Laude AMY ANN HUVER 
JENNIFER KAY ARNOLD St. Joseph Rice 
Cum Laude MARGARET MARY DUPONT CHARLENE K. IRVIN-BROWN 
St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
WENDY A. ARNOLD Andover St. Joseph 
Prior Lake DIANE MARIE DUKOWITZ KAY MICHELLE JACOBY 
JENNIFER LENORE ASCHE Cold Spring Alexandria 
Clara City AMY JO DUNLAP SARA JEAN JOESTING 
GRETCHEN MARIE ASHBECK Clear Lake Cum Laude 
Cum Laude SCOTT JOSEPH EBNET Forest Lake 
Maple Grove Royalton PAMELA ANN JOHNSON 
KELLY TERESE BARON BENJAMIN THOMAS EDMONDS Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Bemidji Columbia Heights 
Richmond LYNN MARIE EICH SUZANNE M. JOHNSON 
DEBRA ANN BARTHEL St. Cloud Apple Valley 
St. Joseph KRISTIN MARIE EICKHOFF TRACY L. JOHNSON 
KIMBERLY J . BECKMAN Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
10 St. Paul St. Cloud Becker 
WADE PHILLIP JOHNSON ELIZABETH CAROLINE MCGUIRE TAMMY LYNN RINOWSKI 
Bethel Summa Cum Laude Golden Valley 
NICOLE L. JORGENSON Cedar Rapids, Iowa JESSICA SANDRA RISSER 
Buffalo CHRISTINE MARIE MCINTYRE Eden Prairie 
AARON NATHANIEL JUREK Cum Laude JOSEPH AARON ROBINETTE 
Becker Ramsey Summa Cum Laude 
EMILY FRANCES KARN MARY A. MILLARD Anoka 
Summa Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude KRISTINA LORENZA ROBINETTE 
St. Cloud New London Summa Cum Laude 
JENNIFER LYNN KELLEN BLAIR C. MORRISON Anoka 
Fulda St. Cloud LISA MARY RODEN 
SAARA MIRIAM KERANEN NANCY BLAIR NUCCIO Monticello 
Cum Laude Plymouth MARCI KRISTA ROEN 
Osseo MARY MARGARET NYSTROM Fergus Falls 
JODY S. KIFER Cum Laude MICHELE M. ROSE 
Crystal Monticello Magna Cum Laude 
KEVIN CARL KIMBREL DAWN MARIE OLSON St. Cloud 
Minnetonka Cum Laude CARA LOUISE RULE 
TIMOTHY JUDE KNUDSEN Milaca Elk River 
Pierz MELODY ANN PAPPAS SANDRA A. SADOWSKY 
VICKI DAWN KOLLING Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude St. Paul Columbia Heights 
St. Cloud KRISTOFER CORY PAUL JEANINE ROSE SALK 
MICHAEL DAVID KORTON Isanti Cum Laude 
Maple Grove NICHOLE ANN PAVLISH Cold Spring 
TANYA MARIE KRAEMER Magna Cum Laude CAROLYN ANN LOCKWOOD SANDS 
Summa Cum Laude Plymouth Summa Cum Laude 
Richmond CORY W PEDERSEN Litchfield 
KRISTEN M. KRUCK 
St. Cloud KELLY DEANNE SAUTER 
Rockford COURTNEY NOELLE PFANNENSTEIN St. Paul 
SHANNON MARIE KUSNIER 
Cum Laude JOAN ANN SCHATZLEIN 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Apple Valley 
Rosemount MICHAEL S. PICCIOLI JENNIFER HELEN SCHLUETER 
KELLY FRANCES LANGTON 
Cum Laude Sauk Rapids 
Cum Laude 
Shorewood, Illinois 
MICHAEL JAMES SEIFFERT 
Ramsey ANGELA KATHLEEN PIKE Anoka 
ERIN ELIZABETH LAPIC 
Maple Grove 
JENNIFER MARIE SHORTER 
Champlin KARLEE KRISTINE PIKE Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude 
MELISSA MARIE LARSON Mound 
St. Cloud 
Magna Cum Laude 
GARY E. PLANTE 
JILL M. SIKKINK 
Crosslake Brooklyn Park 
Elk River 
STACY MARIE LASS JESSICA L. SIROIS 
St. Cloud ANGELA CHRISTINE PLIHAL Cum Laude Cum Laude 
CHERYL LEE LEMIEN Waconia Sauk Rapids 
St. Cloud KHAMPHAENG SISOMBATH 
TIFFANY LEE LEPPER 
THOMAS JOHN POPP 
Magna Cum Laude Montgomery 
International Falls 
WILLIAM MICHAEL POTTS 
Brooklyn Park 
LISA B. LEWIS Brooklyn Park JENNIFER LEE SMITH 
Summa Cum Laude 
AMY LEIGH QUINN 
Coon Rapids 
Rochester 
Summa Cum Laude SUSAN LYNN STEVENS 
ANTHONY DAVID MAAHS Champlin Wadena 
Magna Cum Laude 
DARLA S. RAINFORD MINDY DANIELLE STROM 
New Brighton 
West St. Paul Magna Cum Laude 
TRACY JEAN MATHEWS 
CHRISTINA MARIE RAINVILLE Sartell 
Magna Cum Laude 
Coon Rapids COREY ALLAN SWANSdN 
Glencoe Chokio GINA KAY RATKE 
JASON MICHAEL MATHIASEN 
Summa Cum Laude ROBYN CATHERINE SWANSON 
St. Cloud Corcoran Cum Laude 
BRIAN JEFFREY MATHSON DEANNA K. REHNKE Brooklyn Park 
Merrifield Cum Laude AMY ELIZABETH SWENSON 
SHAWNA RAE MATSON Kenyon Willmar 
Summa Cum Laude CORY JAMES REISDORFER JOYCE ROSEANN TABA'IT 
Coon Rapids Adrian Sauk Centre 
MARY SUSAN M,CCAFFREY KERI LYNN RIEDER GARY LESTER TRAGESER 
Summa Cum Laude St. Cloud Cum Laude 
Maple Grove Rochester 11 
ANDREW SHELDON VERANT KATHERINE JUDITH HAHN Bachelor of Elective Studies 
Pengilly Plymouth 
HEATHER DIANE BERKTOLD 
RACHEL MARIE VOGES JESSICA VALEN HANSON Lake City 
Hibbing Elk River 
AMBER M. FLOHRS 
KARI KAY WALDO AUDREY DIANE HAYES KAMPHENKEL St. James 
Cottage Grove Magna Cum Laude 
ALYSSON KATE MAURER 
PATRICK MICHAEL WALRATH St. Cloud Pierz 
St. Paul ADAM MICHAEL KOEPPE 
Magna Cum Laude SUSAN MARY SNEGOSKY BETH ELLEN WATSON Lester Prairie 
Milaca Howard Lake 
ALLISON LEE KRAFT BRADLEY GEORGE SUTTON MARY KAY WATTS Minnetonka 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Rugby, North Dakota 
KRISTEN BETH WILCOX AMBRA L. KRAFT Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Cum Laude Rugby, North Dakota BETH A. BOSER 
St. Cloud JASON L. LAUSCHE Fridley 
TONYA RAE WITTMAN Rice Lake, Wisconsin TERESA MARIE DIETZINGER 
Willmar LEANN MARIE LEITHER Magna Cum Laude 
JON P WOIDYLLA Rogers Newport 
Holdingford EMILY JEAN LENERTZ ANDREA SUZANNE EDMAN 
CHARITY JOY WOLF Tracy Bagley 
Excelsior AMANDA KAY LEVINE DANIEL SCOTT FANGMEIER 
ERIC JOEL WULFF Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Golden Valley Forest Lake No~thfield 
DANIEL KRISTIAN ZELLER STELLA LOIZOU MYTIDOU WILLIAM BRIAN FORSHEE 
Summa Cum Laude Nicosia, Cyprus St. Cloud 
Anoka CHRISTOPHERJON NATHAN KURT ANDREW GENEREUX 
SUZANNE MARY ZGUTOWICZ Homer, Alaska St. Cloud 
Blaine AIMEE JO NOLL CHRIS C. GOWIN 
PATRICIA DENISE ZUMBERGE Summa Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Little Falls Menomonie, Wisconsin St. Cloud 
JEFFREY JOHN NORDVOLD BRIAN WILLIAM HORBAL 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Hibbing Blaine 
AND HUMANITIES 
ALISA CRYSTAL PERRY HEATHER ELLEN MODEAN 
Marinette, Wisconsin Cum Laude 
ij 
ANGELA NICOLE PODVIN Duluth 
St. Cloud MARK ALBIN MONN 
MATTHEW PETER RAY Cum Laude 
Barrett St. Cloud 
Bachelor of Arts 
PETER JUDE RIVERS SARAH KATHLEEN OPATZ 
Minnetonka St. Cloud 
MICHIKO MARIE ANDERSON HOLLY ANNE RYAN JENNIFER GAYLE PUTNAM 
Minneapolis Foreston Champlin 
RAY CARL AUNE JULIE MARIE SCOLLARD JON LOYD STRICKER 
Rochester Maple Grove Anoka 
TRICIA SUZANNE AUTIO MARY FINKEN SMITH 
Cottage Grove Litchfield 
Bachelor of Science JACQUELYN WYNN BEATTY SHELLEY STEPHNEY 
Elk River Cum Laude AZURA ABDUL-AZIZ 
EMILY REBECCA BOYER CALLEN Champlin St. Cloud 
St. Cloud MIRE! TANAKA DONALD WILLIAM ALBERTSON 
RACHEL ANN DAVIS Tokyo,Japan River Falls, Wisconsin 
Cum Laude TREVOR JAMES TORSETH KATHERINE LYNNE ANDERSON 
Grand Meadow Fort Frances, Ontario, Canada Summa Cum Laude 
JASON DEAN DEGROOT KEIKO UKAI South Haven 
Cum Laude Chiba, Japan ROBERT LOUIS ARMSTRONG 
Lake Wilson STACI MARIE WASZ Brooklyn Park 
CRAIG MATTHEW DIRKES Chaska STACY LYNN BERNDT 
Cum Laude JONATHAN AARON WHEELOCK Anoka 
Elk River Cambridge CAROLINE FRASER BONAVENTURA 
TOBY DEAN FOLWICK ROSALIE ELIZABETH WRIGHT-PFLEPSEN St. Anthony 
Maple Grove Cum Laude JENNIFER D. BRANCALE 
SHANNON ROSE GARRITY St. Cloud Bloomington 
St. Cloud PAUL MICHAEL YUNKER JACOB A. BROTT 
SARA JENNIFER GRUNKE Coon Rapids Somerset, Wisconsin 
12 Fridley 
KRISTE MARIE CAIRL 
White Bear Lake 
DANA MARIE CARD 
Magna Cum Laude 
Holmen, Wisconsin 
CARIN LYNN COPPERSMITH 
Lake Elmo 
CATHERINE ANN CREMERS 
Virginia 
KRISTEN AIMEE DEMARS 
Sauk Rapids 
JAMEY JOHN DUNNE 
Winsted 
AMY BETH ELKINS 
Riverdale, North Dakota 
JE NIFER LYNN ENGDAHL 
Hudson, Wisconsin 
MARC ROBERT ENGESETHER 
Coon Rapids 
HOLLY A. ERICKSON 
Northwest Angle 
GRANT R. FJ OSNE 
New Hope 
JEAN MARIE FUNK 
Cum Laude 
Pierz 
LAURIE LIN GANZ 
Silver Lake 
BERNABEU JOSE ANTONIO GARCIA 
St. Cloud 
CHAD ARNO GERMANN 
Cum Laude 
Sandstone 
RACHAEL ANN GOEKE 
Fairmont 
RACHEL ANNE GOMEZ 
St. Cloud 
SHEILA KAE GOTTWALT 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sartell 
LISA JANE GOULET 
Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
LISA JAYNE HAMANN 
Willmar 
MICHELLE ELAINE HANSEN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Maple Lake 
JESSICA ANN HANSON 
Mountain Iron 
DAWN S. HARTHAN 
Champlin 
JON PETER HARTMANN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Waconia 
DIANA MARIE HENRY 
Cum Laude 
Oakdale 
KYRA AN JANSON 
Bemidji 
JASON SCOTT JEGERS 
Apple Valley 
ELIZABETH ANN JENSEN 
Burnsville 
ERIC ROBERT JOHNSEN 
Forest Lake 
AMY JO JOHNSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hastings 
ERIKA ANN JOHNSON 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
ERIN LEIGH JOHNSON 
Waconia 
LISA CHRISTINE JOHNSON 
St. Cloud 
TRENTIN JAY JOHNSON 
Maple Grove 
TARA MICHELLE KEDROWSKI 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
PAUL NORMAN KEPRIOS 
Buffalo 
SHU FEN KHOR 
Malaysia 
LYSA MICHELE KIEKOW 
Forest Lake 
HEATHER LYN KRIESE 
Glenwood 
ZAKERY J. KROSCHEL 
Hinckley 
JASON PAUL KURTZ 
Bloomington 
KRISTEN ANNE LARSON 
Magna Cum Laude 
Warroad 
DENISE ALICE LEABO 
Champlin 
AMY ELIZABETH LIEVERS 
Eden Prairie 
KRISTI JEAN LIGMAN 
Mendota Heights 
LYNETTE MARIE LUNDEBREK 
Buffalo 
MARVIN L. LYMAN 
Kansas City, Missouri 
PATRICK ELIAS LYNCH 
Maple Lake 
KARLEE KAY MORGAN 
Beulah, North Dakota 
JEROME AARON NELSON 
Wyoming 
JOHANNA LEE NELSON 
Cum Laude 
Stillwater 
CARI LANELLE NESS 
Lake Park 
SHEILA KAY OLDENBURG 
Litchfield 
SHARI SIMONE PANKONIN 
Cum Laude 
Lamberton 
JENNIFER LYNN PEARSON 
Brooklyn Park 
HEATHER ESTELLE PROSKEY 
Apple Valley 
COLLEE E. PULKRABEK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Grand Rapids 
GAYLAND R. PUTNAM 
St. Cloud 




JOHN MICHAEL ROOT 
St. Paul 
CHRISTOPHER CONNER RUDE 
Edina 
REBECCA J. RUSINAK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Maplewood 





NICOLE CATHERINE SCHIFFLER 
Cum Laude 
Avon 
MICHELLE L. SHEMON 
Mendota Heights 
WILLIAM H. SININGER 
Waite Park 
HEATHER L. SODERBURG 
Magna Cum Laude 
Plymouth 
JENNY R. STAHNKE 
Farmington 
RYAN LEE STAINIGER 
Chisholm 
CINDY LEIGH STEUSSY 
Alexandria 
CARRIE ELIZABETH STREICH 
Howard Lake 
ERIK GUSTAV SWANSON 
Princeton 
ELLENDER ELIZABETH LOUISE THRALL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids 
VANESSA LYNN TOWNER 
Minneapolis 
REBECKA RUTH TRACHSEL 
Holland, Michigan 
LOIS MARIE TRAUT 
Princeton 
AARON MICHAEL TVEDT 
Coon Rapids 
PAULA JEAN MITCHELL VANDERHAGEN 




HEATHER SUNSHINE WATSON 
Cambridge, Wisconsin 
LORI ANN WELLENS 
Chaska 
JENNIFER E. WENDT 
Sauk Rapids 
MICHAEL WILLIAM WIDMAN 
Cum Laude 
Stillwater 
REBECCA MARIE WILSON 
Ham Lake 
ERIN LEE WOOD 
St. Michael 
13 
BILLIE MARIE ZEIS Bachelor of Science JENNIFER JEAN KALPIN 
Magna Cum Laude 
St. Louis Park JASON EMERY ALCOTT 
Cum Laude 
ERIC JAMES ZIERDEN 




MICHAEL B. KALTHOFF 
MONICA LYNN ZILKA 
RAHIM FEROZ ALI ALLANA 
Albany 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chicago, Illinois 
ERNEST MICHAEL KLENNERT 




STEPHANIE KAY KNOTT 




BIJOY K. ANOSE 
Red Lake Falls 
LINDA ZUELOW 
Blaine 
LISA MARIE KOPPING 





KRAIG ALLYN LAFRENIERE 
JENNIFER M. BRUNKOW 
Hibbing 
Cum Laude 
AMIRALI A. LADAK 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
Cottage Grove 
St. Cloud 
AND JENNIFER ANN CARIK 
MATHEW D. LARSON 
ENGINEERING Blaine 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
~ 
KEEHOON CHAN 
TARA MARIE LEE 
St. Cloud 
Madison, Wisconsin 
BRIAN JOHN CHENVERT 
TIMOTHY KEVIN LEIGHTON 
Maple Grove 
Apple Valley 
ELLIOT M. CHRISTENSEN 
JEREMY J. LEITZEN 
Bachelor of Arts 
Webster, South Dakota 
Summa Cum Laude 
DANA L. CLASEN 
Kasson 
CHAD RYAN BOUTERSE Eden Prairie 
MANISEGARAN LOGANATHAN 
Kenosha, Wisconsin GLENN A. CULBERTSON 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
MICHELLE ANN BUDAHN Hartland, Wisconsin 
PETRA MACK 
Magna Cum Laude PATRICK BRIAN DAME 
Sun City, Arizona 
Austin Ramsey 
CHAD CECIL MCARDLE 
Anoka 
NICOLIE LYNN COOK ROXANNE MICHELE EHRESMANN 
Sartell New London 
MARK THOMAS MCCARTHY 
MICHELE LYNN EISINGER IRAWAN ENDARWATI 
Minneapolis 
Maple Plain Jakarta, Indonesia 
DAVID J. MCKINNEY 
Minnetonka 
AMY MARIE GERDIN MARIO RUDOLF FELIX 
Fridley Summa Cum Laude 
SANDRA ANN MECHAM 
NICOLE LEE GERVAIS St. Cloud 
St. Joseph 
Forest Lake CHRISTOPHER MARK FENWICK 
CARRIE BETH MEYER 
BILLIE JO GIBSON Anoka 
Avon 
Chokio ROBERT THOMAS GAPINSKI 
ROBERT DUANE MICHAEL 
JENNIFER S. HULETT Sartell 
Sauk Rapids 
Magna Cum Laude ANGELA SUSAN GAYKEN 
MATTHEW GERALD MORIS 
St. Cloud St. Cloud 
Finlayson 
JODI MARIE KOEPKE JASON DWIGHT GEORGE 
ELIZABETH M. NELSON 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin Sauk Centre 
Monticello 
MEDINA KOUCHENOVA PETE ALAN GROEBNER 
YAP YONG NG 
Summa Cum Laude Coon Rapids 
J ohor, Malaysia 
Shymkent, Kazakstan MICHAEL DAVID GROEHLER 
ROBERT JON NOTSCH 
PETER T. MATAYO Bloomington 
Magna Cum Laude 
Minneapolis PAUL MATTHEW HAFFELY 
Foley 
BRIAN LEE MILLARD Richfield 
CLAYTON FREDRICK OLSON 
Princeton 
Sartell DAVID M. HALL 
ANITA MARIE NADOLNY 
White Bear Lake 
BARBARA M. ORSTAD 
Mora 
Sartell LUCINDA LOU JOHNSON HAMRE 
MATTHEW J. POYTHRESS 
Summa Cum Laude 
JANINE IRENE OTTE 
Randolph 
St. Michael 
TEDD MIKAL HEINRICH 
GINA MARIE PALAZZARI 
Bachelor of Elective Studies 
St. Cloud 
Summa Cum Laude 
MATTHEW V HEMENWAY 
Moose Lake 
DANIEL C. GERADS Mahtomedi 
DANITA R. PIEPENBURG 
Upsala MICHAEL WILLIAM HUCK 
Magna Cum Laude 
Litchfield 
KATHLEEN ALLYSON HALL Little Falls 
St. Paul RIAZUL ISLAM 
JAMES MICHAEL PRUITT 
St. Cloud 
SCOTT R. LARSON St. Cloud 
Cum Laude DAVID ARVID JOHNSON 
RYAN MATTHEW PRZYBILLA 
Summa Cum Laude 
14 Hancock Eden Prairie Pierz 
TARA MARIE RANDOLPH COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AMY MARIE FREIHAMMER 
Champlin Sauk Rapids 
MATTHEW ALLEN REED 
~ 
JENNIFER ELLEN FURAN 
Coon Rapids Ramsey 
RYAN MICHAEL REMMERS LISA RAE GIBSON 
Arden Hills Minot, North Dakota 
SCOTT ALAN ROTHRUM 
Bachelor of Arts CARI ANN HOLT Coon Rapids Buffalo 
JOSHUA J. ROTHSTEIN JESSI LETITIA ANDERSON PATRICIA ANN TALBOT HUNT 
Cum Laude Cambridge Anoka 
New Hope JOLENE RENA ANDERSON PATRICIA KAY JENKINS 
JUSTIN MICHAEL SAMUELSON Stanchfield Prior Lake 
Mapleton RENEE CHRISTINE ANDERSON DANA M. JOHNSON 
JENNIFER L. TIKAL SCHULTZE West Bloomington Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude KIMBERLY DAWN ARITT Burnsville 
Champlin Buffalo JULIE L. JOHNSON 
TODD ANTHONY SCHUTZ ARICA JANE ARONSON St. Cloud 
Eden Valley Osceola, Wisconsin MATTHEW D. JORUD 
CHRISTOPHER RYAN SPOELSTRA MICHAEL WAYNE BARTOSCH Fergus Falls 
Rushmore Rothschild, Wisconsin YAYEHIRAD KIFLE 
CHRISTOPHER NEAL STRONG MARY KATHRYN BAUER Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
Alexandria St. Cloud TIMOTHY S. KILGRIFF 
MICHAELJOHN STRUNK CORITA ANN BECKERMANN St. Paul 
Cum Laude Sauk Rapids SCOTT C. KITTELSON 
Farmington 
KAREN M. BENTLER Isanti 
JEFFREY JOHN SUNDVICK Brainerd BRADLEY B. KLITZKE 
Hibbing 
ANDREW JOSEPH BERNA Darwin 
TRAVIS EDWARD SWANSON Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin SARA JANE KLOES 
Summa Cum Laude 
Pierz JAY MATTHEW BLOWERS 
Maplewood 
Baxter JEFFREY JOHN KOTSMITH 
HUI LING TAN 
KARI LYN BOECKERMANN St. Cloud 
Cum Laude 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia Eden Prairie ELIZABETH SUZANNE KRAL 
TRACY MARIE BRANNAN Cum Laude JONATHAN JIONG TANG 
Cum Laude Detroit Lakes Summa Cum Laude 
Edison, New Jersey Foreston ANGELLA SUE KRAUSE 
SCOTT LANDON TITUS PETER LUKE BROST 
Ham Lake 
Cum Laude Brooklyn Park JEAN MARIE KRUGER 
Bloomington KRISTIAN EUGENE BROWN Deerwood 
NICOLE MARIE TRIFILETTE Cleveland TODD M. KUECHLE 
Esko RYAN WESLEY CALVIN Litchfield 
JASON ALLEN ULBRICH Willmar SHANDA RENE LINDBLOOM 
Big Lake CARLA]. CARLSON St. Cloud 
JULIE GHISLAINE VANAERT Brainerd MICHELE MARIE LINDER 
Duluth KATIE MELISSA CARLSON Albert Lea 
MICHAEL JOHN VANBERKEL Grand Rapids DAWN MARIE LOPEZ 
Hardwick MATTHEW THOMAS COMBS Magna Cum Laude 
ANGELA DANIELLE VORGERT Golden Valley 
Royalton 
Cum Laude TODD JOSEPH COTA JOELERIC LORENTZEN-NORLING 
Lake Park Minneapolis St. Cloud 
STACEY ANN WESTER JOSEPH L. DOLAN SHERI LYN MARQUARDT 
Redwood Falls Golden Valley Atwater 
CHEE WAI YONG KARI S. DUNTLEY ANDREA DENISE MAULDIN 
Cum Laude Fridley St. Cloud 
Selangor, Malaysia CHRISTOPHER AZUBIKE EDEOGU CARY CHRISTOPHER MCCOLLOR 
Onitsha, Nigeria Magna Cum Laude 
SAMANTHA DAWN ELYEA 
White Bear Lake 
Maple Grove MELISSA KAY MICHALSON 
ROBIN MAURICE EWANIKA 
Andover 
Anoka BRIDGET ERIN MOONEY 
JASON JEROME FEEKEN 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Alexandria PATRICK J. NAGOLSKI 
Cum Laude 
CARRIE LEE FELBER Seattle, Washington 
Crosslake 
FINTAN WEI LOONG NG 
KORY J. FREDRICKSON St. Cloud 
Elk River 15 
I.AURA LEE NIELSEN ROSS STEVEN WILKE KATHERINE M. HOSTNICK 
Minnetonka New Brighton Edina 
DUSTIN JAMES NIKITUK JON CRAIG WOLFORD AARON MATTHEW HUNTER 
Shoreview St. Cloud Cum Laude 
KARI A. NIVALA AMY RACHELLE WRIGHTSON Blaine 
Ham Lake St. Cloud LINNEA M. INGEBRIGTSEN 
CLARICE A. OLSON DAISUKE YAMASHITA Alexandria 
Cum Laude Kyoto, Japan SARAH ELIZABETH KAMPA 
Litchfield KENICHIRO YAMASHITA Sauk Rapids 
KIMBERLY K. ORTLOFF Kashiwa City, Japan TODD WILLIAM KARICH 
Darwin PETER ALEX ZIMMERMAN Apple Valley 
ALICIA DEE PAYNE Winsted KRISTA LYN LEE 
St. Cloud Ortonville 
MARKJOHN PERRY Bachelor of Elective Studies TREVOR]. LIAN 
Cum Laude Coon Rapids 
Mora JERROD MATTHEW BROWN GRETCHEN MARY LUSTIG 
MICHAEL LEE PETERSON Hutchinson South St. Paul 
St. Joseph LEAH NICHOLE ERICKSON DEBORAH JEAN METZER 
DWIGHT PATRICK PFANNENSTEIN Minneapolis Coon Rapids 
Avon ANGELA MARIE HEYING CARRIE JILL MILLER 
PATRISHA ANN PIERCE Zimmerman Cum Laude 
St. Cloud PAMELA JEAN HUBERTY Hastings 
CARA BETH RADKE Maple Grove LOU ANN MILLER 
Woodbury RYAN J . OLSON Summa Cum Laude 
PETER KING REINEKE St. Cloud Zimmerman 
Bloomington RICHARD WILLIAM THOMPSON ALFRED J. MINOR 
JERRY BRENDO REITAN Rochester Brooklyn Center 
Blaine ROBERT MARK YENTER HARUE MIYAZAKI 
MATTHEW T. RHUDE Mankato Cum Laude 
White Bear Lake Chiba, Japan 
CHRISTOPHER EDWARD SALLS Bachelor of Science TERESA KIM BLUHM NASSIF 
Coon Rapids THUSHANTHIALEXANDER 
Cum Laude 
CHERYL HELENE COLLISON SANFORD Columbia Heights 
Isanti 
Cum Laude SHANNON RAE AUGESON 
KEITH CURTIS O'BRIEN 
Milaca Magna Cum Laude 
St. Louis Park 
TERRI LYNN SCHEHR Montevideo KURT MICHAEL PAULY 
Waite Park MARQUETTE DIONNE BATEMAN 
St. Louis Park 
COREY THOMAS SCHUELLER St. Cloud NICOLE RENE PI.ANT 
Vesta BRIDGET LEAH BEANE 
St. Paul 
RYAN THOMAS SHANNON Cum Laude DENISE G. SCHLEICHER 
Rochester Bloomington Cum Laude 
SARJU SHRESTHA JAMES JOSEPH BENTSON 
Mora 
McLean, Virginia Waite Park SHANNON MARIE SCHLUTER 
NEIL MICHAEL SORENSEN CHRISTOPHER MARTIN BERENT 
Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Mound 
Maple Grove 
Elk River NANCY J. BETTS 
APRIL LYNN SCHRUPP 
PAUL JACK SPORN St. Cloud 
Burnsville 
Brooklyn Park SUSAN ANN BORGMAN-BERG 
PAMELA RACHEL SELISKER 
JUDITH L. STINSON Northfield 
White Bear Lake 
Spicer KIMBERLY PANZETTE BRAXTON 
REBECCA K. STOMMES 
TANYA ANN TAMM St. Cloud 
Eden Valley 
Albany KAITLEN IRENE BRENNAN 
ANGELA KAY SWART 
Willmar 
MAUREEN L. THEIS St. Cloud 
St. Cloud CHRISTOPHERJOSEPH BUCKEL 
MICHAEL THOMAS THAI.ACKER 
Summa Cum Laude 
HEATHER ANNE THEOPHILUS Magna Cum Laude Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin 
Nisswa St. Joseph 
BECKY ANNE VANDELLEN 
DAWN R. THOMAS MARGARET MARY DELEO Brooklyn Park 
Zimmerman St. Cloud 
BRIAN MATTHEW TRNKA DIANA ELIZABETH ELMQUIST 
JENNIFER MICHELLE VICHA 
Cum Laude St. Cloud 
Wheaton, Illinois 
Lonsdale SHANE MICHAEL EWANIKA 
JULIE GENELLEN WILCOX 
MICHAEL C. TROCHUL Anoka 
Eagan 
Elk River AMY LISA HAAG 
MARCI ANN WICKLUND Cold Spring 
Grantsburg, Wisconsin KIMBERLY M. HEROLD 
16 Pierz 
EL E C TIVE S TU DI ES 
Bachelor of Elective Studies 




KRISTINE MARIA ARENS 
Woodstock 
CINDY L. BRADEHOFT 
Anoka 
ROGER 0. DONAT 
Linwood 
MOHAMED AHMED EGEH 
St. Cloud 
CHOWDHURY S. B. EKRAM 
Dhaka, Bangladesh 
JESSICA ANNE FITZPATRICK 
St. Cloud 
AN E ELIZABETH GORE 
St. Cloud 
JAMES DONALD GOVEDNIK 
Andover 
JARROD DSHAWN HALL 
Bryon, Texas 
KERRY A N HENNEN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cold Spring 
KARYN K. HEYDT 
Cum Laude 
Hutchinson 
JASON JA KOWSKI 
Cottage Grove 
KELLI L. JOHNSON 
Fridley 
MOHAMMAD REAZUL KARIM 
St. Cloud 
SUSAN M. KAZECK 
Summa Cum Laude 
Little Falls 
STACEY AN LEEPER 
Apple Valley 
CADYANNA R. MACKEY 
Buffalo 
MOHAMMAD AFZAL MOGHUL 
Roseville 
LISA NHUNG NGUYEN 
St. Cloud 
JE NIFER LYNN LARSON PETTIT 
Blaine 




JAY JOSEPH SALZER 
St. Cloud 
NIRMAL RAJ SATYAL 
St. Cloud 
RODNEY V SCHREIFELS 
Richmond 
SANDRA] . SCHROM 
St. Cloud 
JEFF STRUNK 
Wausau , Wisconsin 
JULIE A N TERCH 
Eveleth 
ROBIN AN WERT 
Oakdale 
ROGER N. WEYER 
St. Cloud 
Tl A MARIE ZNIEWSKI 
St. Cloud 
Associate in Arts 
BARBARA JEAN ADAMS 
ew Hope 
JENNIFER EILEEN AIGNER 
Sartell 
ICOLE MARIE ALBERTSON 
Inver Grove Heights 
NOUPHAY CHAREUNRATH COLBERG 
St. Cloud 
WILLIAM L. DAGENAIS JR 
Coleraine 
SARAH ELIZABETH DALRYMPLE 
Arden Hills 
KAREN JO GLEIN 
Rice 
NICHOLAS AARO KARPEN 
Aitkin 
TAMMY LYNN LEGATT 
St. Cloud 
MITSUHA ISHIKAWA 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gumma-Ken, Japan 
DIA E MARIE ONELL 
Litchfield 
KRISTI K. PEXSA 
Wadena 
SHARO PATRICIA SCHUMACHER 
Summa Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 





KRISTY KAY TESCH 
Montevideo 
BARRY R. BARON VANBUREN 
Clearwater 
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AMERICA, THE BEAUTIFUL 
0 beautiful for spacious skies, 
For amber waves of grain, 
For purple mountain majesties 
Above the fruited plain 
America! America! 
God shed His grace on thee, 
And crown thy good with brotherhood 
From sea to shining sea. 
UNIVERSITY HYMN 
Amy Dale 
' ~1,1,b i f 
Iii, 
i~ J 
Sing to thee, 
~ I j 
our Al -
j J ~ 
ma Ma - ter 
By the riv - er's flow - ing wa - ters, 
' ~1,1,b ~. 
Iii, 
J ~ j * I 
i~ r· 
banks, Em - blem of our search 
fair, May the loy - al sons 
' ~1,1,b r· p ~ J J h j 
sym - bol of our youth - ful ranks. 
thy en - dur - ing friend ship share. 
' ~1,1,b ~ ~. 
Iii, 
I J J J i~ ~r v· r 
true am - bi - tion, let us ev - er be; 
cere am - bi - tion, through the years e'er be; 
'~1,1,b ~ ~ 
Iii, 
J I i~ r r· r·· 
fine tra - di - tion. Hail, St. Cloud, 




J ~ i~ r· 
high on oak crowned 
by its is - lands 
j J ~ 
for know - ledge, 
and <laugh - ters, 
l h j J 
Filled with fires of 
May they with sin-
* I r· ~~J j I 
Loy - al to thy 
Loy - al to thy 
~ I J ~ 11 
to thee! 
to thee! 
